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Abstract
Kinetic equations for the spin density operators of the dlanagnetic
and paramagnetic states of the positive muon are obtained for the description of the slowing-down process encountered when high energy muons
thermalize in a single component gas. The notion of this two species
system is generated by the Liouville superoperators associated with the
diamagnetic and paramagnetic spin Hamiltonlans and by tine-dependent rate
superoperators which depict the probabilities per collision that an elec tron is captured or lost. These rates are translational averages of the
appropriate Boltzmann collision operators. That is, they are momentum and
position Integrals of the product of either the electron capture or loss
total cross section with the single particle translational density operators for the auon (or muonlum) and a gas particle. These rates are time
dependent because the muon (or muoniua) translational density operator is
time dependent. The initial amplitudes and phases of the observed thermal
spin polarization In pSR experiments are then obtained in terms of the
spin density operators emerging from the stopping regime*

(submitted to Physical Review A)
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the typical USK experiment* the time dependence of the spin
polarization of an ensemble of muons is followed by observing the
ensemble of decay positrons emitted along the direction of the muon spin
vectors.

Two muon spin states are experimentally resolved,1 that is, a

diamagnetlc state and a paramagnetic state. This resolution Is accomplished by observing the characteristic Larmor frequencies associated
with each state.

Under current experimental conditions the chemical

identity of the diamagnetic spin state is not resolved, that is, it nay
be the bare muon or it may be a chemical compound In which the muon is in
a diamagnetlc environment.

On the other hand, the chemical identity of

the paramagnetic state is known, that is, it is the electronic ground
state of the auonium atom (positive muon equivalent of the hydrogen atom).
Generally, the tine resolution1 of the experiments is on the order of
nanoseconds which precludes direct studies of the stopping region of the
highly energetic incoming muon since, in gases, the time scale2"1* of this
slowlng-down process is also of the older of nanoseconds. Indeed, in
condensed matter the time scale5'6 is of the order of picoseconds.
What Is observed then is the time dependence of the thermalized products
of this stopping regime.

That is, the outcome of this slowlng-down

region acts as the initial condition of the experiment.

Thus detailed

knowledge of this region can only be inferred from experiments.

In par-

ticular, the amplitudes and phases of the various signals at the end of
the thermalizatlon process can be obtained.

It is therefore of consider-

able interest to have a theoretical "basis for understanding the effects
that the thermalizatlon of the translational notion has upon the spin
dynamics of the muon.
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Stopping processes by which highly energetic particles theraalize in
•atter have been studied in great detail for many years. 3 > 7 ~ 1 2

In these

treatments the Bain concern has usually been centered around the kinetic
energy loss felt by the incoming particle and its effect on the surrounding media.

Little attention has been accorded to the effect of the

stopping process on the internal states of the Incoming particle since
such changes are usually not measured*

An exception to this generaliza-

tion is, of course, uSR where the observable of Interest Is an Internal
state of the incoming particle, namely, the muon spin vector.

In

general, the effect of the stopping process on the nuon spin vector is
not well known for either the dilute or the condensed phase. It has been
the subject of much debate in liquids5'6 and has been qualitatively
understood in gases. 2fl*
This is the first of a series of papers whose objective Is to
quantitatively describe the effects that the stopping procesa has on the
spin dynamics of the muon.

The purpose of this first paper is twofold.

That is, first of all, it is to develop the theoretical framework,
namely, rate equations based upon the Boltzmann equation, which describe
the charge exchange regime.

Secondly, It is to relate the formal solu-

tions of these rate equations to the observed amplitudes and phases of
the experimental uSR signal. Explicit formulae for these amplitudes and
phases are developed in the second paper13 of this series based upon a
time independent rate approximation.

Such a description, while providing

an explanation of the gas phase experiments, may be suggestive of the
physics occurring in more condensed matter.
There are four main regions in the stopping process of a highly
energetic charged particle in dilute gases. The first region, from time 0

to tj, Is the Bethe-Bioch regime -rtiere the dominant energy IOSB mechanism
consists of collisions which ionize the moderating gas atoms.

It is

assumed that such Ionizing collieirns have no effect on the muon spin
vector.

Thus the time dependence of the polarization is due solely to

the diaaagnetic muon Laraor precession about the external magnetic field.
Since the magnetic fields of experimental interest are of the order of
100 G then the Lsracr frequency is of the order of 107/s [see Eq. (4.5)J.
On the other hand, the time duration1 of the Bethe-Bloch region is of the
order of nanoseconds. Thus the polarization is essentially a constant in
the first region.

The second region, from time tj to t2, tc • t2~*l» * 8

the charge exchange regime where repeated charge exchange collisions
produce an oscillation between the chemical species in which the muon Is
In a diaaagnetic environment and the chemical species, namely, muonlum,
In which it is paramagnetic.

Other processes, namely, elastic, inelastic

and reactive collisions may occur in this region.

However, the spin

dynamics is dominated by the charge exchange cycles which interrelate the
spin dynamics of the dlamagnetlc and paramagnetic states.

The time span

of this charge exchange region is also of the order of or less than a
nanosecond.

Thus the muonlum hyperfine frequency, which Is 28*109/s,

plays an Important role in this region.
Importance.

It is the only frequency of

There are two mechanisms that lead to a loss of signal

amplitude In this region.

One is an ensemble mechanism in which the spin

dephaslng is caused by the different trajectories experienced by each
Individual muon.

The other mechanism involves a free flight exchange of

polarization between the muon spin and the electron spin dictated by the
hyperftne Interaction.

This leads to a loss of signal amplitude as the

electrons carry off whatever polarization they have acquired when muonlum
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loses Its electron upon a collision with a gas atom.

The third regime,

from t 2 to t3, is the thermallzation region where again elastic, inelastic and possibly reactive collisions occur. However, in this region
there Is no feedback of polarization to and from the different chemical
species of the muon as no further charge exchange cycles occur.

The spin

dynamics of the different chemical species are then governed seperately
by their respective spin Hamiltonlans. Thus the polarization emerging
from the charge exchange regime acts as the initial conditions for this
third region and the subsequent fourth or thermal region.
Since the stopping process of highly energetic charged particles in
dilute gases involves a series of binary collisions, then it is appropriate to use the Boltzmann equation11*"16 to describe this thermallzation.
Starting with the full N+l particle density operator for the gas plus

i
r

muon system two first-order BBGKY equations17 for the diamagnetic muon
and paramagnetic muonlum species are obtained in Sec. II.A.

The

generalized Boltzmann ansatz17 is then Invoked to produce a pair of
coupled generalized Boltzmann equations for these two species. These
equations couple the translational motion of the two species to the spin
dynamics of the muon and an associated electron.

Since it Is the

polarization of the muon spin vector that is observed experimentally1
then it is appropriate to average over all translational degrees of
freedom.

As a result the spin degrees of freedom of the diamagnetic and

paramagnetic muon species are coupled through a pair of rate equations.
The dynamics is generated by the spin Liouvllle superoperators associated
with the free particles and by time-dependent rate superoperators which
desclbe the probability per collision that an electron is captured or
lost.

These latter processes arise totally from the translational motion

- 6and are explicitly considered in Sec. III. The rate equations are
developed using the Schrodinger picture in which the successive collisional aspect of these Boltzmann equations is not explicit.

To elucidate

this aspect of the stopping process the rate equations are rewritten in
Sec. II.B using an interaction picture which explicitly demonstrates the
sequence of binary collisions that these dynamical equations describe.
Finally, in Sec. IV, the observed thermal experimental signals are
related to elements of the density operators which emerge at the end of
the stopping process as described in Sec. II. Here, it is assumed that
only the electronic ground state of paramagnetic muonium contributes to
the initial signal since the hyperfine interaction for electronically
excited states is too weak to allow exchange of polarization between the
rauon and the electron during the time span of the charge exchange region.
As well, after thermalization, it is assumed that the observed paramagnetic signal arises solely from ground state muonlun.

II.

THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION FOR THE CHARGE EXCHANGE REGION
A.

Schrtfdlnger picture

The total Hamlltonian, Hj, which describes the Incoming highly

j

energetic muon and the single component moderating gas can be written in

]

two forms, namely,

|
H»r m Kw + Hy +

UQ

'

*Mu + H § U ' + "G + Z j V 1 W U .

(2.1)
SP

Here, K M is the kinetic energy of the bare muon while Hy

is its spin

Hamlltonian. Associated with these operators are the Hamiltonians,
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HQ, Vjj,, for the moderating gas and for the Interaction between the gas
atoas and the miion,respectively.

The Hamlltonlan, Kg, contains the

kinetic energies of the gae atoms as well as all the two-particle
potentials which give rise to the thermal gas-gas collisions. Also
Included in this Haalltonian are the spin degrees of freedon of the
electrons of the gas atoas. The potentials between the gas atoms and the
muon are assumed to be translational In nature.

They do not affect the

spin degrees of freedon of either the muon or the electrons. The second
fora of Eq. (2.1) Involves the kinetic energy of paramagnetic muonium
(muon plus an electron), K^ut and Its associated spin Hanlltonlan, HjjJ,.
The gas Haalltonian, Hp, associated with muonlum is that for N-l gas
atoms plus one positive ion. This positive ion Is assumed to be lost In
the bath gas, that Is, it does not collide with either the bare nuon
or auonlua after its formation.

Finally. Vj^ u is the translational

potential between muonium and a neutral gas atom.

The collisions act as

sources and sinks of auons and muonium in this problea. They are assumed
to have no direct effect on the spin dynaaics.
Associated with the total Haalltonian is the Llouville superoperator,
X, - jr^HT'] » which generates the dynamics of the full N+l particle
density operator, thet is,
dpj(t)/dt - -i

(2.2)
The script quantities are the appropriate Liouvllle superoperators for

- 8 the various liamiltonians, that is -fT1 times the commutator with that
Hamlltonian.
Not all the information contained in the full density operator is
required for the description of the spin dynanics.
small subset that Is needed-

Indeed, it Is only a

In particular, the single particle reduced

density operators for muonium,

W

l

> " ^ M u M 1 ' " »GttOl<t)/»« .

(2-3)

and for the bare muon,
P M (O

" (PpP^<t)

« l|P®Tr^ ^(O/N! ,

play a crucial role in Boltzmann kinetics.

(2.4)

The unit operator for the

spin degree of freedom of an electron is explicitly included for the bare
muon so that both these density operators have the same number of degrees
of freedom, namely, five.

That is, three tranalatlonal degrees of free-

dom and two spin degrees. Applying the appropriate projection superoperators to Eq. (2.2) leads to the following pair of coupled first-order
differential equations:

dPy(t)/dt + i[fcM + XJ*] pp(t) - -iTr" V i ? ( t > '

(2 5)

dPMu(t)/dt + x\km + rgJo^Ct) - -iTr««• V^oUjco .

(2.6)

*

The trace in Eq. (2.5) is over both the tranalatlonal degrees of freedom
of the gas atom, denoted by 1, and all but one of the electronic spin
degrees of freedom.

On the other hand, the trace in Eq. (2.6) la over

all translational and all spin degrees of freedom of the gas atom.
both equations retain the same dimensionality.

Thus

These first-order BBCKY

equations17 involve the two particle reduced density operators
p<al2>(t) - Tr*^ PT(t)/(N-l)l
where a is either the bare muon or muonium.

(2.7)
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Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are, of course, exact.

However, they are

not closed as they Involve a pair of two particle reduced density
operators.

To close this system of equations the standard procedure is

to apply the generalized Boltzmann ansatz17 wherein the two particle
reduced density operators are replaced by the product of the appropriate
Moller superoperator*8"20 with the appropriate pair of single particle
reduced density operators, namely,

(t

£?

(2 8)

>•

-

Here, the single particle reduced gas atom density operator is
Pj(t) - TrN_1TraPT(t)/(N-l)!
where again a is eitksr the muon or nuonium.

(2.9)

As well, Eq. (2.8) involves

the Holler superoperator,21

[ X ]
;.

IO+Xpt] ,

(2.10)

which describes a single binary collision between a gas atom and either a
bare muon or nuonium.

This collision superoperator contains all possible

dynaaical outcomes of such a single collision which includes elastic, inelastic reactive collisions.

Here, X^ is the kinetic Liouville super-

operator for the gas atom while i a l

is the Liouville superoperator

associated with the Hamiltonian H Q 1 - K o + Kj + Vlfl.

It is to be stressed

that these collisions are independent of the spin degrees of freedom.
Applying Eq. (2.8) to Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) leads to the following pair of
first-order linear coupled Boltzmann equations for the translational and
spin degrees of freedom of the bare muon and muonium:

dPMu(t)/dt + i[3f^, + £ j £ ] < W t ) -CMU.MUO W °

+<?

MU,M^>

p

u(t) •
(2.11)
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These equations involve four time-dependent linear Boltzmann collision
superoperators.

They have the following form:

<?a>B(t) - -iTr? P a ^ P i U ) .

(2.12)

Such a superoperator describes a single binary scattering event wherein a
collision between a muon of species B and a gas atom results in the muon
being left In the species a. Here

is the transition superoperator21 for collisions beginning with B and
ending with a.

The time dependence of these Boltzmann collision operators

is determined by the time dependence of the single particle reduced
density operator for a gas atom.

This latter density operator satisfies

the standard non-linear Boltzmann equation for a test gas particle in a
bulk gas. However, for practical purposes, the moderating gas can be
considered as being homogeneous and at rest. Thus this single particle
non-equilibrium reduced density operator can be replaced with the usual
Maxtrell-Boltzmann equilibrium density operator as is done in Sec. III.
Since the observable of interest is the muon spin vector then the
explicit time dependence of the translational degrees of freedom of the
single particle reduced density operators are not required. Thus these
degrees of freedom can be traced over.

To do so it is convenient to

assume that the single particle reduced density operators can be factored
Into a translational density operator and a spin density operator,
namely
Pa(t) - P*r(t) ©p| P (t) .

(2.14)

This seems reasonable since there is no direct coupling between the
translational and spin degrees of freedom.

Using Eq. (2.14) and tracing
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over the translatlonal degrees of freedom leads to the following pair of
first-order linear differential equations for the spin degrees of freedom
of the muon and muonium:

(t) pf(t) +« M|Mu (t) <^(t)
ct) ^ ( t ) +R Mu>u (t) pf(t) .
(2.15)
These equations involve time-dependent rates, namely

*<*,»<'> " Tr* r Tr« f>a(±i) 7 ^ P l (t) p|r(t) P f ,

(2.16)

where the plus sign 1B associated with the out rates while the minus sign
goes with the <x0 rates. When a is equal to 0 the rates describe the
probability that the single collision results in the loss of the a state
auon whereas when a is not equal to 6 the rate descibes a gain of state <*.
These rates are related to the number density of the moderating gas and
the total cross sections for the appropriate process In Sec. III.
The rate equations, (2.15), describe the spin dynamics of the diamagnetic muon and paramagnetic etionium species which are coupled by the
charge exchange cycles that interconvert moun to muonium in the charge
exchange region.

These equations fora a closed set. However, the rates

involve the time-dependent single particle reduced density operators for
a gas atom and the muon.

These latter density operators can be expressed

in terms of translatlonal Boltzmann equations.

Thus the spin dynamics

requires the solution of the translational motion problem as well. Solutions of this pair of equations, evaluated at the end of the charge
exchange regime, are the initial conditions for the observable thermal
spin polarization.
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Interaction picture

The rate equations have been derived using the Schro'dlnger picture.
However, such a description does not explicitly depict the sequence of
single binary collisions which is inherent in this kinetic theory. An
Interaction picture, namely

P | P ( O " 9a(°.t) p|P(t) .

(2-17)

is now introduced to explicitly depict this aspect. Equation (2.17)
Involves the notion group

$a(t,0) « T exp I -f ds[l<C|P +« a o (s)] Jt

(2#18>

which contains the free flight spin dynamics generated by X ^ P along with
the probability per single collision that the reaction a to fJ has
occurred.

\

Thus this group describes the survival probability and spin

dynamics of the a state of the muon from time zero to time t.
The diamagnetic muon and paramagnetic auoniua interaction picture
single particle reduced density operators satisfy the following pair of
coupled equations:

/ t ) p5P(t) .

(2.19)

Here the dynamics is generated by the interaction picture rates

fla.fJ^) -<3a(o.t)<fia>p(t)gp(t,O) ,

(2.20)

'}

which descih'? the coupling of the motions in the a and P states. That
Is, the free flight dynamics in state a Is followed from tine zero to t
at which point a transition to state ($ occurs. This transition is
determined by the rate superoperator, <?<, g(t), which describes the single

:

collision gain of slate B from the scattering of state a and a gas atoa.

j
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Finally free flight motion in state @ is followed backward from, time t to
zero.

Using the foraal time ordered solutions of Eqs. (2.19) the

Schrodinger picture density operators become
'2oT2

/*2arl
de

OFO

o

2
ai"o*o

J

•'o

d8

j

lj
"6

"6

o

d8

/

2 -• /
•'o
•'o

2a

d8

2« /
•'o

These solutions clearly depict the sequential collision nature of the
Boltzmann equations described by the Schrodinger picture single particle
reduced density operators for the diamagnetic and paramagnetic species of
the muon.

Differentiation of Eqs. (2.21) with respect to tine reproduce

Eqs. (2.15).

Thus any exact solution of the Schro'dinger picture rate

equations contains this sequential collision aspect implicitly.

In

Sec. IV these foraal solutions are related to the observed experimental
signal that is seen in the thermal regime while, in the next section, the
rate superoperators are considered in detail.

III.

TIME-DEPENDENT KATES

The rate superoperators, Eq. (2.16), involve the single particle gas
atom reduced density operator which can be obtained by solving the
standard non-linear Boltzmann equation for a test gas atom in the bulk

gas at thermal equilibrium.

However, since deviations from equilibrium

are expected to be small, this single particle gas atom reduced density
operator is taken to be the equilibrium value.

That is, it Is the

product

M O - ""eqOg'Ceq

< 3 -!

of equilibrium electron spin density operators with the translational
density

Here |r\p>>» and \r,p»0 are phase space representation elements.** This
latter density operator involves the number density, n i , of the gas and
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distributionlk

for the atom's nomentum. Thus the

rate superoperator,

fla,Mu<£> - Ka.Mu^XPg* .

(3.3)

is the product of a collision rate function

and the projection superoperator on to the paramagnetic spin state while
the rate

is the product of a collision rate function

and an equilibrium electron spin density operator and the projection
superoperator on to the diamagnetic muon spin state. Again the plus sign
occurs when a is equal to either M or Mu while the minus sign appears
when they are not equal. That is, the former is a loss term while the
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latter Is a gain.

These rate functions Involve the number density of the

gas and tine-dependent rate constants, namely

"[? e .P 6 |t] •

(3.7)

These latter functions are constant with respect to the concentration of
gas atoms, but are dependent upon time through the translational.density
operator for state B.

In center-of-mass and relative coordinates the

transition superoperator becomes

(3.6)
Thus the time-dependent rate constant becomes
I

v

/

\

/ jftCij**T6l

K*-g(tJ * t uPgjdpgi
*"~

/ ,*rel

/rt+rel

«rel\/

1 P a l ^Bftnl Pfll
*"*1 ~

rel»

* ^P<xl ){ Pfil **L

*""

"""'

.

(3.9)

where

7Blp|t] » y dr f8tr,p|t]

(3.10)

is the momentum Wigner function associated with the B state.
Equation (3.9) also Involves the generalized cross section23'21*
al
rel/rel\2

ar

61

,,ire\

^reliA

i^rel

o

fa )
where

(3.11)

- 16 is the differential cross section25 for the transition from a to 0 and
where

* B> + °tot<8 * °>
is the associated total cross section.25

<3a3>

The last line of Eq. (3.13)

involves the cross sections for 8 to 0 events and 6 to a events. Since
generalized cross sections conserve particles23'2<* then the timedependent rate constants become

g

.

(3.14)

For 6 equal to Mu the rate constant Kag(t) is now denoted as ^ ( t ) while
for 8 equal to u it is Kc(t), that is, they are the tine-dependent rate
constants for electron loss and capture, respectively.

Making use of

Eqs. (3.14) the rate equations (2.15) become

d p f (t)/dt + ii?/ pSMP(t) - [-Kc(t) P ^ e q p»(t)

- f-KL(t)
(3.15)
Solutions of Eqs. (3.15) describe the effects that the charge exchange
regime has on the spin dynamics. Such solutions indirectly Involve the
translatlonal motion through the time-dependent rate constants. Thus,
for purposes of solving Eqs. (3.15), these rates can be considered as
parameters which may be extracted from experiments or calculated from
scattering theory.

The relation between these solutions and the observed

liSR signals are developed In the next section.
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IV. RELATION TO OBSERVED SIGNAL
In the therealization and thermal regimes the density operator which
describes the spin dynamics has the form

ps(t) - exp[-lJfJP(t-t2)]p5P(t2) + exp[-ijC^(t-t2)]pSP(t2) . (4.1)
where PyP(t2) and f^P(t2) « " solutions of Eqs. (3.15) evaluated at the
end (t2) of the cyclic charge exchange region. These final density
operators for the charge exchange region act as the initial conditions
for the subsequent thermalization and thermal regimes. They are now
related to the amplitudes and phases r

the observed experimental signals

Since only the muon spin polarization Is observed then it is convenient
to trace over the electronic spin, namely,

P^t) - Tre Ps(t) - PJf(t) + pju(t) .

(4.2)

The resulting effective muon spin density operator consists of two contributions, one from the diamagnetic tern,

jC^(t-t2)] Tr e P^P(t2) ,

(4.3)

and one from the paramagnetic tern,

( f U ) - Tre «p[-l£jjg(t-t2)] pj£<t2) .

(4.4)

The motion of the former is generated by the dlanagnetlc muon Llouville
superoperator which is « ~ l times the commutator with the muon spin
Hamlltonian
^

^

u

^

B/second ,

(4.5)

A

where there is an external magnetic field in the Z direction.

Here u^ is

the diamagnetic muon Larmor frequency while g u is the muon g-factor and
&u "|e|4l/2m|jc is the muon Bohr magneton. The motion of the latter
density operator is generated by the paramagnetic muoniua Llouville
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superoperator which is fi~ * times the commutator with the muonium spin
Hamiltonian1
SP

•#"*

& %

— 1

-i* *•"

Here ueis the electronic Larmor frequency while u 0 is the muonium
hyperfine frequency, 2.8 x 101° rad/sec,
Making use of Eq.(4.2) the observed polarization, Px - (2/n)I«X,
at time t (>t2 )
y\t^ ™

U X I* '

X^ ^

j£ \t^

^^.'/

becomes the sum of two terms. To evaluate these contributicns to the
polarization it is convenient to use a particular representation. The
representation used in the following is that of the eigenfunctions * of
the muonium spin Hamiltonian, namely,

- s|o3> + c|Ua>, E2 - -(«u>0
- |W>, E3 - *<-<%,+«<>/*) 5
- c|a3> - s|3a>, E,, - -(ft(.) 0 /2)[l/2 + (l+x 2 ) 1 / 2 J ,

(4.8)

where
u^u - (we -

M|1)/2

- u»e(i - me/mu)/2 - 8.8xlO6 B/sec

- (mu/me - l)uu/2 "
is the muonium Larmor frequency.

i
Equations (4.8) also involve a field

strength parameter
x - (Ug+w^/Uo - (we/w0)(l - mg/By)
- 6.3 x 10-*• B

(4.10)

bad a pair of normalization constants
c - ll+x/(Hx2)1/2]1/2/2l'2, s - [1-c2]1'2 .

(4.11)

The original two spin basis can be re-expressed in terms of this •uonlua
basis, that i s ,
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|oa> - |1> ,
- s|2> + c|4> ,

|3a> - c|2> - s|4> .

(4.12)

Making use of this basis the diaaagnetlc contribution to the
observed spin polarization

Tr y P x PJJ(t) - 2 Re p^(t)

(4.13)

involves an amplitude

*„ " 2|PS B (I: 2 >| - 2|c[p^ 2 (t 2 ) + P|j3<t2)j
and a phase

Equations (4.14) relate the observed experimental amplitude and phase
associated with the diamagnetic signal to the diamagnetic density
operator that emerges from the charge exchange region.

On the other

hand,the paramagnetic contribution consists of four parts, namely,

- TrMPx|Tre £

|i,J»P?u(t2)

" PMu
P

Mu

.

(4.15)

These terms in the polarization are related to the following components
of the muonlum part of the density operator:
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- <« Mll +i0t 2

P

Mu - I

P

Mu - l

In general there are five different frequency signals that could be observed experimentally if x is of sufficient size so that
fl - I(l+x 2 ) 1 / 2 - 1J/2
is resolvable.

(4.17)

However, it is standard experimental practice1 to measure

the muonium signal at about 8 G and the dlaaagnetic signal at about 70 to
120 G.

As well, the current time resolution for these gas phase experi-

ments is insufficient to observe the muonium hyperfine frequency.*

Thus

only two signals are currently seen,* namely, that associated with the
diamagnetic Larmor frequency, see Eq. (4.13), and that with the paramagnetic muonium Larmor frequency, the so-called* "triplet" signal. This
"triplet" signal is the Larmor part of the following low field muonium
polarization:
P
P

Mu
Mu

«s(Mflt-(ft,) .

(4.18)

This observable also involves the so-called1 "singlet" signal which is
associated with the hyperfine frequency and is, at present, not experimentally resolved.

The various amplitudes and phases are given by the

following expressions:

- 21 1/2

(4.19)
arcos

[p Mu . R /P Mu ] x x P M U < I > o
(4.20)

P°

- 1-2
2)

1/2

(4.21)

and

I

l P°utI > o
-1 P^u,j < 0 .

(A.22)

In sumnary, the experimental signal ie given in terms of Eqs. (4.13) and
(4.IB), nanely,
(4.23)
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V.

DISCUSSION

A theoretical framework to describe the spin dynamics associated
with the charge exchange region which occurs during the thermalization of
highly energetic muons in gases has been presented*

That is, a pair of

rate equations, (3.15), for the diamagnetic and paramagnetic muon species
have been derived from first principles.

These equations involve time-

dependent rate constants for which explicit formulae have been derived.
Relations to the experimentally observed signals have also been presented,
Eq.(4.23).

Direct comparisons with experiments can be Bade in two ways-

One method is to calculate the time-dependent rate constants using scattering theory and to obtain the solutions of the appropriate translatlonal Boltzmann equations.

This then gives the rate constants for which

solutions of the rate equations can be calculated.

The other method,

which is applied in the next paper in this series,13 is to approximate
the time-dependent rate constants with time-independent functions.
Analytic solutions for the amplitudes and phases of the signals are then
obtained.

Furthermore the rate constants and the time span of the region

are then considered as parameters in a fitting procedure.

The reuniting

values can then be interpreted in tern>6 of the formal expressions for the
rates.

This latter point is a subject for future consideration.
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